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Appendixx I 
I - ll  The Non-Central Maxwell Distr ibution 

Lett f(x,y, z) be the pdf of a 3-dimensional spherical Gaussian in an orthonormal coordi-

natee framework centered on an arbitrary vector(ir^.j/j/t, z]k): 

11 U-^^+ty-^i2-^-'^)2 

fix.fix. y.z) = 
;; 27r<rV27r 

Transformingg this pdf to polar coordinates results in: 

7 - 2 S i n ( 0)) r '+r j f c -2r | j f c rco.W f(r.0.il>)f(r.0.il>)  = # # 

(2-19) ) 

(2.20) ) 
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Integratingg out the angles (note that ip is uniformly distributed on (0,27r)) results in the 

distributionn of the length of a vector drawn from a 3-dimensional Gaussian centred on 

{xjk,Vjk,Zjk)-{xjk,Vjk,Zjk)-

11 ir-r lk)
2
 r 

f(r\rf(r\r jkjk^)^) = as/27T as/27T rjk rjk 
f2.2i: : 

Settingg subsequently a2 = cr| + a\ by assumed independence in the error on the atoms, 

resultss in expression (2.1). The (cumulative) distribution function of the non central 

Maxwelll  distribution (2.21) is given as: 

F(r)F(r) = 
2irr2irr jk jk 
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Thee K-dimensional generalisation of expression (2.21) is known as the generalised Rice 

distributionn and has the following pdf: 

frfr ob3ob3(r\a(r\a22,r,r}k}k) ) 
2a2a2 2 

r r 
rr jk jk ) ) (2.23) ) 

wheree / /c_, denotes a modified Bessel function of the first kind. Depending on whether 
22 l 

thee dimension of the system is odd or even, it is of fractional or integer order respec-

tively.. Setting K equal to 3 results, after some rearranging, in expression (2.21). The raw 

momentss of the generalised Rice distribution are given for completeness: 

E[rE[r vv\K]\K] rr = (2cr2) = 
,r[(K,r[(K  + v)/2] 

mm mm $ $ 
vv K 'jk 'jk 

2'' 2 ' 2cr2 (2.24) ) 

I tt can be shown that when K is equal to 2, expression (2.24) reduces to the moments of 

thee Rice distribution given by Pannu k Read (1996) For K equal to 3, expression (2.24) 

iss equivalent to the expression for the raw moments given in Table 2.1. 
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1-22 On the derivation of expression (2.12) 

Lett us describe an atomic density by a Gaussian g(r|q, u2) placed on the atomic centre q 

andd expand it along the x. y and z directions: 

59(r|q,, UJ2) = gx,q{x\qx, J)gy,q{y\qy, u;2)gz,q(z\qy.u;2) (2.25) 

Thee following shorthand wil l be used 

9x.9x.qxqx((
xxkx,ukx,u22)) = gx,qx (2.26) 

Lett x, y and z be distributed uniformly on (—a, a). If a is large, then: 

E KK  J* = ƒ Ya9x«*dx ~ Ya (2-27) 

E[(flx. fe)
2]x== f ^-{9x^?dx^—^=- (2.28) 

and d 

//

+ aa 1 l a 2 

ir9x,ir9x,qxqx99XXflfl  ~ — - ^ e - 5 ^ (2.29) 
Expandingg expression (2.11) results in 

E[p(r )p ' ( r ) ]r -E[p(r ) ] rE[p' ( r ) ] r r 

y/(E[p(r)*]y/(E[p(r)*] rr - E\p(r)]*)(m\f/(r)*] t - E[//(r)]* ) 
(2.30) ) 

Writingg out the first part of the covariance term in expression (2.30) explicitly for a single 

atomm molecule, we obtain: 

E[p( iV(r) ] rr = n9x,ogx,qxW9y,o9y,qy}yE[gz,og ŷ}z (2-31) 

Workingg out the other moments and using expressions (2.27-2.28) results in: 

{\/{^ujf)-a-{\/{^ujf)-a-22 {2-62) 

Neglectingg the a"2 terms (a is large) results in 

aa = e *> = e ï > (2.33) 

Thee validity of the previous expression has been checked numerically. The larger a, the 

moree justified the approximations made. For a multi-atom molecule a similar derivation 

cann be made, resulting in expression (2.12) when assumed that atoms do not overlap. 
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1-33 The width of the Patterson origin peak 

Considerr the Patterson synthesis: 

P(u)P(u) = J2 \F°hS\2exp[-27rihu] (2.34) 
h h 

Averagingg over the sphere with radius u results in 

<P(u)>=<P(u)>=  V Fg» 2 L J (2.35) 
*—*—'' Zirnu 

h h 

Thiss can be approximated further by summing over resolution bins hv rather than indi-

viduall  reflections: 

<P(„)>== Y>, ^Fïf'l^ ï f ^ J (2.36) 
33 J 

Modellingg the Patterson origin peak by a Gaussian function, leaves us with fitting the 

followingg dependency around the origin: 

ln[<P(w)>]]  - ln[<P(0)>] = piu2 (2.37) 

\/—l/pi\/—l/pi is than equal to the width of an average, Gaussian shaped atom. This number 

iss quoted in the text as the width of the Patterson origin peak. 
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